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Cautions and Warnings

TROUBLESHOOTING: If you get no reply from Trek Transponder:

1. Unit will NOT operate without SIM card.

2. If Trek Transponder does not send text messages when alarm inputs occur check an active SIM 
card is fitted correctly inside unit, with paid up credit. 

3. Ensure that a valid command or query has been sent to Trek Transponder previously so it has a 
number to reply to. 

4. Ensure the locknumber command is not active.

5. Each alarm message from the Trek Transponder is only sent once unless ARM command 
is resent. ie. A specific alarm is sent only once after each arm command. An alarm SMS for that 
input alarm condition may already have been sent.  If alarm condition/s exist at the time of 
sending the ARM command they will be locked out.

6. Ensure the mobile network is active and the Trek Transponder is within range. (Try calling 
number and ensure it rings). 

7. If unit blinks at start up then fails to go online - check SIM card.

8. Do not let water or damp air inside unit. Ensure case is sealed. Do not overheat.  
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Important Note: 

If a remote monitoring and alarm system such as 
Trek Transponder goes off line for any reason the user

may be unaware and erroneously believe that the
absence of alerts means all is well. To avoid this issue,
the Trek Transponder should be “polled” or regularly
queried so that the user can be immediately aware of
any breakdown in the system and avoid this problem.

Automatic polling PC system is available.

Trek Transponder is not a substitute for proper boat
maintenance and monitoring and is an aid to that

purpose and must only be installed by a person with
suitable technical knowledge, or a qualified and trained

engineer or technician.
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1 General Operation

Trek Transponder is a series of small advanced technology Transponders that can monitor functions of 
most boats and provide SMS text message alerts when alarm conditions occur. You can select the model 
you need depending on boat and circumstances.

It can operate on any input voltage from 8V to 32V and detects a 12V or 24V electrical system 
automatically.

Model SM100 Pictured

Installation is straightforward  requiring minimal connections to boats batteries and monitoring devices. 
Installation can be achieved by a suitably skilled boat owner or electronics technician.

Power consumption is extremely low allowing the Trek Transponder to provide security for boats on swing 
mooring and at anchor, as as well as at marinas. Note: Even though power consumption is extremely low 
it may be significant over a very long period of time on batteries that are not charged often. If you want to 
use the Trek Transponder over such an extended period without normal battery use it may be necessary 
to install some simple form of low power battery charging. Perhaps a small solar panel. With addition of a 
small solar panel battery life becomes almost indefinite.

When Trek Transponder is installed, powered ON and sent its arm command any alarm condition on 
board the boat detected by the sensors will cause an immediate SMS and/or photo to be sent to the user 
identifying the problem. The skip command can be sent to switch off monitoring of un-used inputs. 

At any time the Trek Transponder can be sent a variety of SMS commands and queries to check on the 
boats security, maintenance and location.  

Trek Transponder can be protected from stray SMS messages or unauthorized by use of the locknumber 
command.

No internet or cumbersome and slow apps are required to use the Trek Transponder, only simple SMS. 
However if cameras are fitted a small amount of data is used at the Transponder and handset end. 
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2 Front Panel Indication

Model SM100 pictured.
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2.1  Leds On, Leds Off

As a power saving option the front panel LED’s may be commanded OFF.

To command the front panel LEDs off, SMS the words leds off (or loff for short).

To command the front panel LEDs on, SMS the words leds on (or lon for short).

LEDs are Commanded OFF by SMS with Response from Trek Transponder

Hint: If you get no reply from the Trek Transponder and you suspect its SIM card has no credit you can still
command the unit. ie. It can receive an SMS but cant send one. Setting LEDs on and off is a quick way to 
confirm this.
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3 Installing SIM Card

UNIT WILL NOT OPERATE WITHOUT SIM CARD!! Removing the top cover of the Trek Transponder will 
reveal the 32 wire Terminal Strip, and the silver SIM Card holder.

Location of SIM Card Holder

(SM100 pictured)

The SIM Card must be installed by sliding the cover of the SIM card holder to UNLOCK. Once card is in 
place slide to LOCK.

The SIM card holder takes the maximum size SIM card, if smaller SIMs must be fitted use a SIM mask.

Trek Transponder requires a SIM card installed with paid up credit.

Some Mobile Phone providers (for example Virgin in Australia) offer free SMS messages within their 
network. By using one of these networks a boat can be monitored by Trek Transponder at a very low cost.

Model SM100 with cameras must be fitted with Aldi SIM cards with paid up credit and small amount of 
data (less than 100K per photo image – very small).
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4 Applying Power to the Trek Transponder

Trek Transponder is powered by the Battery 1 input. Trek Transponder will start when DC power from 8V 
to 30V  is  first connected.  Battery 2, 3 and 4 inputs where present are sensing only. Trek Transponder 
can operate on any input voltage from 8V to 30V and detects a 12V or 24V electrical system 
automatically.

(It is suggested that Battery 1 be connected only after the Trek Transponder is physically installed 
and all other inputs to be used are connected). Connect the Trek Transponder end of power cable 
first – this eliminates screwing live wires into the Trek Transponder terminal strip.

When the Trek Transponder is powered ON after a few seconds the “Power” Led should light. At this point 
the SIM card is checked for validity and then the Trek Transponder searches for the SIM cards mobile 
network. This may take around a minute. During this time the “Online” LED will blink. When a network is 
found and the unit is registered on the network the online LED will stay lit.

After the Mobile Network signal is stable the command signal (sig for short) can be sent to the Trek 
Transponder to check the local signal strength.

If the Online LED does not light after a minute or two the SIM Card may be invalid or there is no reachable
Mobile Network.  (Out of range). 

After about a minute from Power ON, the GPS OK should also light.

The Trek Transponder can usually acquire GPS signal from under fibreglass or timber structures but may 
have difficulty if these are too thick, or may have difficulty under steel or metal. In this case the GPS can 
be mounted remotely.

Estimated  Trek Transponder battery life when powered by one100AH battery is more than 3 months, 
without charging. With addition of small solar panel to charge the battery estimated battery life is 
indefinite.

Trek Transponder is a monitoring and security device and as such has no power switch that an 
unauthorized third party could use to disable the monitoring (similar to a land based security system). If a 
power ON/OFF switch is desired it should be installed to switch both wires of battery 1 ON /OFF.   

 

Sequence of installation suggested is:

1. Remove Trek Transponder front panel by loosening four corner captive fastening screws.

2. Install SIM Card in Trek Transponder.

3. Fix Trek Transponder “back shell” in desired location in boat. Ensure cable gland is installed on 
desired side.

4. Without connecting Battery 1  run wiring (from boat batteries and sensors) through the gland and 
terminate on Trek Transponder 8 Input Terminal Strip.

5. Connect one common wire from negative common of boat to one of the COM terminals on the 
Trek Transponder. Connect 1A inline fuses in series with the positive wires at the battery end of 
each wire. Connect Battery to power up Trek Transponder. 

6. Check that:

◦ Power LED lights (about 1 – 2 seconds after power on)

◦ Online LED blinks for up to a minute then stays on

◦ GPS OK LED lights (about 1 – 2 minutes after power on)

◦ Scan LED blinks at about a 1 second rate

7. Re-fit Trek Transponder front panel and secure four corner fastening screws.
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5 Signal Strength (RSSI)

Signal strength at the Trek Transponders location can be checked by sending the signal (or sig for short) 
command. 

Signal strength is indicated in per cent, from 0 – 100, and is similar in purpose to the bars on a mobile 
phone.

Generally a signal of less than 20% is considered low and may  result in odd missed commands or 
messages. ie. The Trek Transponder is close to “out of range” and the SMS messages are experiencing 
the “breaking up” we are familiar with. 

In this case it may be opportune to fit an external antenna to boost signal level. Trek Transponder has an 
IPEX/U-FL socket inside where this can be plugged in.

Example of Signal (sig) Command 
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6 Status Command

Full information on commands and functions that Trek Transponder is capable of are detailed in the Trek 
Transponder Command and Function Guide.

However the most comprehensive report on the boat being monitored by Trek Transponder can be 
obtained by sending the SMS message status (or st for short) to Trek Transponder and a typical example 
is included below.

Typical  S100 Status Report SMS

(Items listed and format depends on Trek Transponder model and may be abbreviated)
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Typical  SM100-A Status Report SMS

(Items listed and format depends on Trek Transponder model and may be abbreviated, for example only
-A model features accelerometer reporting pitch/roll))
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7 Alarm Setup

Alerts to alarm conditions are automatically sent by SMS to the user after the arm command has been 
sent. Monitoring or disabling an input is done with the skip and scan commands.

An alert message for a given  alarm condition is sent by SMS only once until the Trek Transponder 
receives another arm command. If its desired to keep a watch on an alarm condition the alarm must be 
reset each time an alarm SMS is received for that particular input.

The alarm SMS is prefixed by the word “ALARM!” then followed by a list of the alarm conditions. See 
example #1 below.

Example of Alarm Messages
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7.1  Arm / Disarm

Sending the command arm to the Trek Transponder will arm all inputs that haven't been turned off by the 
skip command. (If in doubt send scan all command to turn all inputs on).  That means that if an alarm 
condition exists on any of those inputs at the time of the Trek Transponder receiving the arm command an
alarm SMS will be sent. If any alarms are locked out when arm is issued a warning message (Some 
alarms disabled) will be returned.

 Sending the arm command should get the response “Alarms are armed” from the Trek Transponder. 
Once armed the Trek Transponder will sent you SMS alerts to alarm conditions. An alert message for a 
given  alarm condition is sent by SMS only once. (HINT: You can use the add number function set with the
same commanding number to get a repeat of SMS messages -see this manual section 8.4).

If its desired to keep a watch on an alarm condition the the alarm must be reset each time with a repeat of 
the arm command or use of the status command.

Sending the command disarm (da for short to the Trek Transponder will turn off alarm SMS messages and
cancel any alarm action including turn off auto relay if it is on.

7.2  (Some Alarms Disabled) Message

If this message is returned after sending arm command it means an input was in alarm status at the time 
of the arm command so it will be skipped. For example if a door is open causing an ENT (entry) input to 
be in alarm condition or Shore Power is OFF when it should be on they will be ignored.

Example #2 of Arm Command and Alarm Message SMS
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7.3  Skip

Sending the command skip nnn to the Trek Transponder will cause the input specified by nnn to be 
omitted from scanning. They will not be included in the status report command result, and alarm 
conditions on those inputs will be ignored. The LED display for that input will be disabled. Depending on 
model skip or scan inputs can be:

Put this in 
command 

This will be skipped (or if used in scan 
command will be re included)

sol Solar panel input

bat1 Battery 1 input

bat2 Battery 2 input

bat3 Battery 3 input

bat4 Battery 4 input

bil Bilge input

bil1 Bilge1 input

bil2 Bilge2 input

pir PIR Input

pir1 PIR1 Input

pir2 PIR2 Input

ent1 Entry1 Input

ent2 Entry2 Input

ent3 Entry3 Input

fr Fridge Input

geo Geofence

ac Shore Power Input

 

Example skip ent1 will cause entry1 input to be ignored.

7.4  Scan

Turns inputs that have been skipped back on. Scan all can be sent to the Trek Transponder to include all 
inputs in each scan.  For example scan sol will cause the solar panel input to be included in the scan and 
reports if it has previously been skipped by the skip command. Scan uses the same input names as in the 
Skip table above. 

Hint: Scan all will cancel all skips
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7.5  Add Number (an1 …. an5)

SMS messages and alerts can be sent to up to 5 mobile number to reduce the chance of an alert being 
missed or to alert two concerned parties to any problem. 

Simply use the add number function (an). (Always put a space after an before the number starts in your 
SMS message).

To use the an command, SMS the message anx dddddddddd (where dddddddddd is an Australian mobile 
number) to the Trek Transponder and x is a number from 1 to 5. 

All alarms will subsequently be sent to that number as well as the number you are using to command and 
control the Trek Transponder. For example an1 0123456789 will cause alerts to go to that number.

Send anx clear  to cancel the desired add number function.

Send an? To check which secondary numbers are in place.

HINT:  You can use the add number function to get more than one SMS alerts per alarm. Set the an number the same
as your commanding number. 

Example of Use of Add Number Function
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8 Lock Number Function

Applicable Commands: locknumber, unlock

The Trek Transponder can be locked to your phone number so no one else can command it. 

To do this simple SMS the  command locknumber to the Trek Transponder. A message will be returned 
confirming lock is in place and the phone number such as “Locked to +61404500502”. To reverse the lock 
SMS the command unlock to the Trek Transponder.

When the unit has been locked to your number if an SMS is sent by someone else to the Trek 
Transponder you will receive an SMS message “Locknumber has blocked an SMS”.

9 Solar Panel

Input range: 0 – 40VDC

Measurement Resolution: 10mV

Applicable Commands: status (st), solar (sol)

Depending on model an input to monitor solar panel voltage is provided. The solar panel voltage is 
connected to the Battery3 input and is displayed as “Solar” on the Trek Transponder and reported as Solar
on appropriate models.

The Solar Panel input allows the Trek Transponder to monitor a solar panel of any current rating with up to
40V maximum DCV output.  

This input should be connected on the Solar Panel side (input side) of the Solar Regulator. 

The Solar regulator must have a common negative ground. This can be verified by checking that the the 
negative input of the solar regulator is connected to the negative output of the solar regulator with a Digital
Multimeter.

Before connecting this input the Solar Panel should be covered with an opaque object so it is producing 
no output during wiring.

Since the Solar Panels normal output can range from full output to zero in darkness there is no alarm 
monitoring for this input.

Approximate voltage on this input is indicated on the Trek Transponder front panel if Front Panel LED’s 
are enabled. 

An accurate measurement of Solar Panel output can be obtained by sending the SMS message the SMS 
command Status or Solar to the Trek Transponder.

On S100 Model connect solar to battery 3 input.
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10 Battery 1, 2, 3 and 4

Each Input range: 0 – 40VDC

Measurement Resolution: 10mV 

Applicable Commands: Status (st), batteries (bat)

Depending on model the Trek Transponder may have 1, 2, 3 or 4 battery monitor inputs.  Battery 1 input 
powers the Trek Transponder and is typically the boats “House” battery and battery 2 would be the 
“Engine Start” battery. Battery inputs 2, 3,and 4 are very sensitive and may show stray voltages if left 
unconnected. Skip battery inputs that are unused to avoid seeing stray voltages.

Battery low voltage alarm limits are set to 12.2V corresponding to a Lead Acid Battery with less than 50% 
charge if a 12V battery system is detected or 24.4V if a 24V battery system is detected. That is, as the 
battery voltage drops past 12.2V (or 24.4V) Trek Transponder will send an SMS alert if armed with the 
arm command.

Approximate voltages on the battery inputs are indicated on the Trek Transponder front panel if LED's are 
enabled. An accurate voltage measurement of batteries  can be obtained by sending the SMS message 
commands Status or Bat command. 

NOTE: Battery 1 input must be connected to your boats #1 battery between 8V and 32V. Boat batteries are usually 
12V or 24V.  The Trek Transponder automatically measures the voltage on Bat1+ input at Power ON time and sets 
up alarm limits for 12V or 24V appropriately.  
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Example of bat (batteries) command

(Number of batteries and AC/Solar Power displayed depends on model)
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11 Entry Security Inputs

Input Type: Normally Closed Contact (N.C.) 

Maximum Loop Length: 30m

Applicable Commands: status (st), sec (security), ent1, ent2, ent3

Depending on Trek Transponder model there will be one, two or three entry detector inputs.

These inputs expect NC switches or reed switches to be connected. As such many can be placed in 
series if necessary.

11.1  Deck Pressure Sensors

Deck strain gauge signal conditioning modules my be connected to the SM100 Entry3 input.

Example of Entry Sensor Wiring
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12 PIR (Passive Infra Red) Fire and Intruder Sensor

Input Type: Normally Closed Contact (N.C.)

Maximum Loop Length: 30m

Applicable Commands: status (st), sec (security), pir,  pir1, pir2, arm

Depending on Trek Transponder model there may be none, one or two PIR detector inputs.

On models with PIR detector inputs a 12V supply is provided with current up to 150mA for each PIR.  An 
internal automatically resetting fuse protects each 12V supply. This voltage output is regulated to 12V 
regardless of battery voltage input ranging from 8V to 30V. The Trek Transponder will boost or cut the 
input voltage as required.

The PIRs NC relay output should be connected to the Trek Transponder PIR input terminals.

The PIR (Passive Infra Red) input is a general purpose input that can be connected to a low cost Passive 
Infra Red sensor and/or a series connection of normally closed (NC) sensors such as reed switches.

Typically the PIR would be installed below deck to detect possible intruders or a fire on board.  

In series with the NC output contacts of the PIR could be a number of NC reed switches to monitor 
hatches, outboard motor and other portable items.

When Trek Transponder is first turned on SMS alarms for this input are enabled. ie. If an alarm condition 
is detected (input is open circuit) an alarm SMS will then be sent, but only once.  If an SMS of further 
alarms is desired the arm command must be re-issued.

Status of this input is indicated on the Trek Transponder front panel if LEDs are enabled.

Status of this input can be obtained by sending the SMS message SMS command status, sec, or pir1, pir2
to the Trek Transponder. PIR input closed returns message “OK”, PIR input open circuit returns message 
“ALARM”.

Hint: The12V PIR supply may also be used as a source up to 150mA total when using an isolation relay for Shore 
Power Sensing. See Shore Power sensing page.

See next page for example of PIR sensor wiring.
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Example of PIR Sensor Wiring
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Example of Sec (security) command followed by signal strength check command (sig)

(Number and type of inputs depends on model)
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13 Cameras

Number of cameras: Up to 2

Resolution: 640x480

Colour: Yes, IR Lighting: yes

Applicable Commands: cam1 (c1), cam2 (c2), cam1 auto, cam2 auto, cam1 manual, cam2 manual

Example of Camera Wiring

Trek Transponder model SM100 supports two cameras

• Maximum standard SM100 camera cable length 15m each  
• Cable length can be extended to 50m by using SM100EC and EC CAMs
• Use good quality tinned 4 core cable – not ethernet or phone cable 

Cameras are 640x480 colour with IR lighting at night. A manual focus adjustment is accessible by 
unscrewing the front of the camera. A miniature Philips head screw on the lense should be loosened then 
focus adjusted if necessary. Then re-tighten screw.

Each camera connection port on the SM100 is provided with a 5V (or 12V EC model) switched 
output.which only turns on for about 15 seconds when that camera is commanded to capture an image.

This switched output is regulated to 5V (or 12.0V EC model) regardless of battery input ranging from 8V to
30V. The Trek Transponder will boost or cut the input voltage as required. This output is protected by a 
500mA automatically resetting fuse. 

The cameras infra red lighting will only turn on if the camera is in darkness and only when commanded to 
capture an image. If image is captured at night IR lighting will turn on for 15 seconds, current dawn during 
this period is 350-390mA. In daytime IR lighting does not turn on.

An image may be obtained from a camera by sending the cam1 or cam2 command. 

The cameras can be setup to capture an  image automatically by sending the cam1 auto or cam2 auto 
command. When this command is active and the unit has been sent an arm command any alarm 
condition will trigger capturing of an image from both cameras immediately which will then be transmitted 
by MMS to your phone so you  can see whats happening. Disable this function with cam1 manual and 
cam2 manual commands.
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Hint: Cameras are highly useful not only for security but watching other problems on board such as a leaking bilge 
or unwanted birds.

Note: Phone Network MMS Delay - The Trek Transponder will capture a camera image within a few 
seconds of receiving the cam1 or cam2 command.  Or if a sensor is triggered in auto mode image capture
is immediate. Following image capture it takes about 30 seconds to upload this image to the mobile 
network. After that network can immediately transfer the image to your phone or it may take around 5 
minutes. 

NOTE: When wiring cameras ensure that the appropriate RED BLACK, YELLOW and GREEN 
camera wires go to the correct Trek Transponder terminals. Trek Transponder CAM1P and CAM2P 
terminals are not used for image capture and can be ignored.

Example of  Image Sent from Trek Transponder Camera 1
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14 Bilge Float Switch

Input Type: Normally Open Contact (N.O.)

Maximum Loop Length: 30m

Applicable Commands: status (st), bilge1 (bil1), bilge2 (bil2), arm

The Bilge Switch input is designed to be connected to a normally open contact (NO) float switch installed 
in the boats bilge. Depending on model there may be two Bilge inputs.

It is suggested that the Trek Transponder Bilge Float Switch be be installed in addition to the existing boat 
bilge pump system as a method of detecting a failure of the existing  boat bilge pump system.

If an alarm condition is detected (input is closed circuit indicating flooded bilge) an alarm SMS will be sent,
but only once.  If an SMS of further alarms is desired  arm must be reissued.

The status of the Bilge Switch input is indicated on the Trek Transponder front panel if the LED’s are 
enabled. The status of the Bilge Switch can also be obtained by sending the SMS message the SMS 
command Bilge1, Bilge2, (or Bil1 or Bil2 for short) to the Trek Transponder.

When Bilge Switch input is closed circuit Trek Transponder returns the message as required “Bilge 
FLOODED”. When Bilge Switch input is open circuit Trek Transponder returns message “Bilge dry”.
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15 Shore Power Monitor – With AC DC Plug Pack 

Input Type: Opto Isolated Voltage Input

Input Voltage Range: 5V – 20V   DC or AC

Applicable Commands: status (st), ac, sp, arm

This input allows trek Transponder to monitor 240VAC shore power via a 240VAC to 12V AC (or DC) plug 
pack.  

The plug pack must be plugged into a 240VAC socket supplied by the 240VAC shore power to be 
monitored, then the low voltage output from the plug pack is connected to the Shore Power input of the 
Trek Transponder.

The Shore Power input is opto isolated w  hich is essential for safety   and eliminating possible electrolysis 
effects on board.

Any voltage ranging from 5V to 20V, DC or AC, will be detected by the Sense 12VAC input signaling 
240VAC Shore Power is ON.  

This means many common AC or DC plug pack types can be used, even Mobile Phone type plug packs.  

The status of the Shore Power input is indicated on the Trek Transponder front panel if the LED’s are 
enabled. The status of the Shore Power input  can also be obtained by sending the SMS message the 
SMS command ac or sp to the Trek Transponder.

When Shore Power input  has no voltage applied Trek Transponder returns the message as required “AC 
OFF!”. When Shore Power input  has a voltage applied (from AC DC Plug Pack connected to Shore 
Power) the message “AC ok” is returned.
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16 Shore Power Monitor – With Isolation Relay

Input Type: Isolation Relay Feeds Opto Isolation

Input Type: NC

Applicable Commands: status (st), ac, sp, arm

240VAC (or 115VAC) shore power can also be quickly and easily monitored by use of an isolation safety 
relay. 

Hint: Use the PIR1 +12V or PIR2 +12V as a 12V source, via the isolation relay output contact, to activate 
the Trek Transponders Shore Power input when 240VAC is present and the relay is ON. When connected 
correctly this does not effect PIR operation.
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17 GPS Position Monitor (Geofence)

Channels: 48 parallel tracking

Correlators: > 400000

Frequency: L1 (1575MHz)

Horizonal Accuracy: < 5m

Applicable Commands: status (st), Position (pos), geofence, geo?, arm, dfh, disarm (da)

Trek Transponder contains a high quality GPS receiver and integrated antenna. About 1 minute after Trek 
Transponder is turned ON if the GPS has adequate sky view to GPS satellite signals the GPS OK LED 
should light.

Practice has shown that although the Trek Transponder may be installed under fibreglass or timber 
structure adequate signal often arrives for a fix due to the high quality GPS receiver fitted.

If the installation site of Trek Transponder on board does not provide adequate signal, for example under a
steel deck, an external remote mounting GPS is available.  

To get a fix on Trek Transponders location SMS the command status to Trek Transponder and the position
will be included in the status report. Alternately if position is all that is required the command position (pos 
for short) can be sent by SMS to Trek Transponder.

17.1  Geofence

NOTE: The Geofence home position is set and locked when arm command is sent. To set a new Geofence 
position you MUST send a da command to disarm the Trek Transponder (and clear the old home position) 
then send a new arm command to set the new home latitude and longitude

The GPS can monitor the boats position and send an alert if the boat moves a set distance away from its 
home position. This may be due to breaking free from mooring, theft or anchor drag for example. When 
the Trek Transponder is armed and the GPS has a fix this is checked at approximately once per second.

SMS the command geofence nnn to set the geofence radius where nnn is the desired radius in metres. 
When the arm command is sent to the Trek Transponder the unit measures its current location and saves 
it as the boats home location. A default Geofence limit of +/- 50m is also set. That means if the boat 
moves in any direction more than 50m from the saved home location the position change alarm will be 
triggered. If a Geofence distance other than 50m has been previously set it will be retained when arm is 
re-executed.

If a Geofence size other than 50m is desired then send the command Geofence nnn to the Trek 
Transponder where nnn is the new Geofence size in metres. If a small Geofence is set be careful the 
boats normal movement will not cause false alarms. For example if the boat swings around on its 
mooring. 

ie. sending the SMS message the command Geofence 10 will allow the boat to move within an 
approximate10m radius from home without triggering alarm.

17.2  DFH (Distance from Home)

The Trek Transponder includes a DFH GPS function. 

The DFH is the estimated distance in metres between where the boat was when the last arm command 
was sent and where the boat is now. This estimate will not be valid until after an arm command since 
there would be no known home position. 

The DFH is the value used to determine if the boat is in or outside its Geofence. SMS the command dfh to
see how far the boat is from its home position. DFH is also visible when status command is sent.
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17.3  Accuracy of Position Change Alarm (Geofence and DFH)

If the Trek Transponder does not have a clear enough view of the sky (due to obstructions such as 
decking and structures) and/or other error sources are present the GPS position will jitter or change.

Because of this if it is desired that if the position change radius is small, for example 10 or so it is usually 
desirable to check that the amount of this jitter will not cause false alarms. 

 If the GPS has a clear view of the sky, (clear means to satellite signals, not visual), and no local 
interfering signals are present, the GPS readings can be repeatedly with 5m. To get best position 
repeatability use external GPS antenna mounted on highest part of vessel (Optional).

An IPEX/U-FL external GPS antenna socket is available inside the unit if necessary.

Hints: When coastal cruising within mobile phone network range the Geofence can be used as an anchor 
watch when you are ashore.  On a swing mooring mount the Trek Transponder or its remote antenna at 
the bow to minimise swing radius allowing a tighter Geofence.

Example of manually checking vessel position below:
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18 Seastate

Axis: X and Y (Pitch and roll)

Sample rate: 1Hz

Number of Samples per Reading: 15

Resolution: 1 Degree

Applicable Commands: seastate, ss

Trek Transponder models with the A suffix contain an accelerometer which senses the boats pitch and roll.
Generally pitch is bow up/down and the corresponding stern down/up motion while roll is port to starboard 
up and down movement. 

In the existing software implementation for the labels on the axis to be reading correctly the Trek 
Transponder should be mounted with the front panel vertical and its back facing towards bow of boat. (A 
subsequent software upgrade will allow rotation to suit different Trek Transponder mounting angles).

However regardless of Trek Transponder mounting orientation the purpose of the function is to allow 
assessment of the sea state by telling you much the boat is moving, -not actually measure the pitch and 
roll. This function will do this whichever orientation the Trek Transponder is mounted at. The purpose is 
also to tell you if your boat is listing.

By sending the SMS command seastate (ss for short)  to the Trek Transponder after about a minute the 
unit will return the angles the boat is moving to and the rate. This allows you to assess whether the boat is
in calm seas or not. This can be very useful on an exposed mooring.

In the example below the boat is rolling very slightly and also pitching very slightly, but is pitched about 4 
or 5 degrees bow down.

Example of  Response to Seastate Command 
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19 Fridge

Input Type: NTC Thermistor

Thermistor R25: 10K

Temperature Range: -10 Deg C to 50 Deg C

Applicable Commands: status (st), fridge (fr), arm

The Fridge input allows monitoring of boat fridge temperature by use of a Trek Transponder NTC 
Thermistor probe installed in fridge. (Temperature sensor may be used for other purposes such as engine 
coolant temperature etc).

Approximate fridge temperature is indicated on the Trek Transponder front panel if LED’s are enabled. 

An accurate temperature measurement can be obtained by sending the SMS message the command 
Status or Fridge (use fr for short) to the Trek Transponder.

When the Trek Transponder is first turned on the fridge “HOT” temperature alarm limit is set to 5 Deg C. 
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20 Automatic relay (auto relay)

Output Type: N.O. Relay contact

Rating: 5A 30VDC

Applicable Commands: aron, aroff, arm, r?, roff

The Trek Transponder auto relay is intended for a siren or other alarm device and always activates for 10 
minutes when any security input of the Trek Transponder is triggered and armed. It can switch up to 30V 
5A and is an N.O. contact. It should be wired directly to battery and direct to load with its own 
separate wiring and fusing.  (Don't connect to Trek Transponder battery wires (except where they 
connect to battery if necessary because that will interfere with the accuracy of the battery voltage 
measurement). Aron and Aroff override the 10 minute automatic function.
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21 Relay1 and Relay2

Output Type: N.O. Relay contact

Rating: 5A 30VDC each

Applicable Commands: relay1 on, relay1 off, relay2 on, relay2 off,  r1on, r1off, r2on, r2off,  r? Roff

Depending on model the Trek Transponder will have none, one or two manually controllable relays.

These are 30V 5A relays on the Trek Transponder that you can turn ON and OFF by SMS.

You can check if relays are on or off at any time by sending the r? command.

RELAY 1 COMMANDS  

Command Description

Relay1 on Will turn on relay  (or use short version of command  r1on)

Relay1 off Will turn off relay  (or use short version of command  r1off)

r? Will reply as to whether relays are ON or OFF  (r? is short form)

roff Turn all relays OFF, including auto relay

RELAY 2 COMMANDS  

Command Description

Relay2 on Will turn on relay (or use short version of command  r2on)

Relay2 off Will turn off relay  (or use short version of command  r2off)

r? Will reply as to whether relays are ON or OFF  (r? is short form)

roff Turn all relays OFF, including auto relay

RELAYS - IMPORTANT WARNING

When setting up devices to be controlled by the relay remember that in the unlikely event the 
communication link or Trek Transponder fails after you have turned your device on you may not be able to
turn it back off. ie. You could simply lose your phone, run out of credit or the mobile network or Trek 
Transponder could fail.

 Ensure that the consequences of a device that may be stuck ON are no problem until you can 
turn them off!  For example a back up timer on high current devices such as deck lights and pumps or 
high annoyance items such as sirens may be wise.

Also ensure safety of a device you might turn on while unattended. This includes (but not limited to) 
devices with moving parts and devices that may pose a fire risk.
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Example of turning ON relay 1 and relay 2 and checking status

(Number of relays depends on model)
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22 Reset

If you SMS the command reset to the Trek Transponder you will get no reply, the unit will do a hardware 
reset, erase all its settings including camera MMS settings and renamed inputs and restart.

23 Trek Transponder Re-started! Message

If the Trek Transponder has restarted after a total loss of power, accidental or deliberate, the Trek 
Transponder will send the message “Trek Transponder restarted!” to the last number that commanded it . 
This is an alert to the fact that the units settings have been lost and unit is not armed because it was 
depowered. This message will not appear if a reset was issued because all numbers are erased.

24 Manual Arm/Disarm Key Switch 

A manual Keyswitch may be used to ARM or DISARM the Trek Transponder as well as the standard SMS 
method.  If used, connect it between CAM1P terminal and any COM terminal. When the key is closed the 
Trek Transponder will “ARM” and when the key is open the Trek Transponder will “DISARM”.

The Trek Transponder will SMS a message “Armed by key” or “Disarmed by key” to the commanding 
phone number.

The Keyswitch input is normally turned off. To turn it on and use manual Keyswitch SMS the command 
keyswitch on. To disable the Keyswitch input SMS the command keyswitch off.

25 Renaming Inputs

Most inputs to the SM100 Trek Transponder can be renamed to make the Status message more 
meaningful.. They include BAT1, BAT2, BAT3, BAT4, BIL1, BIL2, PIR1, PIR2, ENT1, ENT2, ENT3, AC and
FR. (Depending on Trek Transponder model).

To rename an input SMS the name of the input you want to change with a forward slash added to its end 
followed by the new name.

For example you may like “Saloon” on your status report rather than ENT1 (Entry1). To rename ENT1 into 
“Saloon” SMS the following: ent1/ Saloon  To rename FR (fridge) to “Freezer” SMS the following ent2/ 
Freezer.
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Important Note: 

If a remote monitoring and alarm system such as 
Trek Transponder goes off line for any reason the user

may be unaware and erroneously believe that the
absence of alerts means all is well. To avoid this issue,
the Trek Transponder should be “polled” or regularly
queried so that the user can be immediately aware of
any breakdown in the system and avoid this problem.

Automatic polling PC system is available.

Trek Transponder is not a substitute for proper boat
maintenance and monitoring and is an aid to that

purpose and must only be installed by a person with
suitable technical knowledge, or a qualified and trained

engineer or technician.
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